Data-Ready Retailers Earn Higher Marketing ROI
Retailers are rich in data, especially with the widespread adoption of social, mobile, and sensor data. But many
struggle with fragmentation and data that’s locked away in various enterprise applications. Retailers that have
successfully managed data see a greater return with increased margins, faster time to market for products/
services, higher conversion ratios on marketing campaign, and improved customer loyalty and brand awareness.

Data-ready retailers maximize marketing performance …
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... And they use data to improve the customer experience ...

2.9x

72%

more likely than other retailers
to use customer behavioural
data to drive cross-channel
customer traffic.

use customer feedback and
sentiment data in new product
and service development.

2.1x

5.1%

increase in use of analytics to
map customer journey by segment
compared with other retailers.

growth in customer lifetime
value with real-time
notifications.

… And optimize merchandising performance with consistent,
competitive pricing …

90+%
Leaders 2x as likely
to deliver 90+% of
revenue plan.

68%

50%
improvement in ability to conduct
item-level assortment planning at
any level of product hierarchies.

create tailored, specific precision
merchandise assortments for
customer segments.

… But many retailers struggle with data management.
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94%

66%

70%

of retailers are not
satisfied with their ability
to use customer data.

of retailers face data quality
challenges when dealing
with customer data.

do not have the capability
to create single view of
customer from research to
purchase and beyond.

Next steps: How can you become a data-ready retailer?
• Integrate your enterprise systems
• Establish better data governance

Watch this short webinar on how best-in-class retailers
make strategic use of data to outperform their peers.

• Convert data into actionable insight

Register Now!

Tweet us:@INFARetail

